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The California Senate passes AB 316, a bill that bans driverless automated 
heavy duty vehicles and requires the presence of a safety operator. This bill 
needs to be approved by Governor Gavin Newsom before taking effect. 
Supporters of this bill suggest it will help provide greater control over when 
safety operators are no longer required and secure truck driving jobs. 
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The AV company Cruise reveals a wheelchair-accessible AV, similar to their 
AV known as the Origin. This AV features a ramp, ample interior space, and floor 
clamps to secure wheelchairs. It is expected that testing will begin on this
accessible AV in October 2023, with pilot testing on roads potentially beginning 
in 2024.

The United Auto Workers (UAW), a union representing workers at Ford, 
General Motors, and Stellantis, strike after the expiration of their contract. 
It is estimated that 13,000 UAW members participated in the strike on the first 
day with more expected to join as the strike continues. Some of the key issues 
being negotiated for the next contract are increased salaries and benefits.

Lyft announces a feature called Women+ Connect to promote women’s usage 
of the service as passengers and drivers. Once activated, this feature helps to 
match women and nonbinary drivers with women riders. Women+ Connect will 
initially be available in Chicago, Illinois; Phoenix, Arizona; and three cities in 
California - San Diego, San Francisco, and San Jose. 
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San Francisco, California city attorney, David Chiu, requests California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) reconsider their decision allowing the 
expansion of Cruise and Waymo automated vehicle (AV) operations. Chiu’s 
request reflects the concern that AVs are unable to safely operate in the city and 
block traffic, including first responders. Chiu also is concerned that Cruise and 
Waymo are not required to report incidents that occur with their AVs.
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https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/11/california-bill-to-ban-driverless-autonomous-trucks-goes-to-newsoms-desk/
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/12/lyfts-newest-feature-could-convince-more-women-to-drive-for-the-ride-hailing-app/
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/live-blog/uaw-strike-ford-general-motors-stellantis-live-updates-rcna105134
https://www.theverge.com/2023/9/14/23873374/cruise-wav-robotaxi-wheelchair-accessible-design-launch
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/13/san-francisco-requests-redo-on-cruise-waymo-robotaxi-expansion-hearing/
http://imr.berkeley.edu/
http://imr.berkeley.edu/

